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Background: A novel three-dimensional (3-D) speckle-tracking system can determine radial, circumferential and longitudinal strain simultaneously 
using a 16-segment model from a pyramidal 3-D data set.
Methods: We studied 68 subjects; 58 heart failure (HF) patients referred for cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) with ejection fraction 
25±6% (all ≤ 35%) and QRS 163±29ms (all ≥ 120ms) and 10 normal controls. 3-D speckle-tracking dyssynchrony was quantified from mechanical 
activation mapped from all 16-segment as maximal opposing wall delay in time-to-peak strain and standard deviation of time-to-peak strain 
(Toshiba Corp.). Two-dimensional (2-D) speckle-tracking radial and circumferential dyssynchrony was assessed as anteroseptum-to-posterior delay 
using mid short axis views, and longitudinal dyssynchorny was assessed as maximum opposing wall delay from standard 3 apical views.
Results: As expected, each type of 3-D dyssynchrony indices in HF patients was significantly greater than those in normal controls (all p<0.001). 
3-D opposing wall delay and standard deviation was significantly correlated with 2-D derived dyssynchrony index: r=0.84 and r=0.83 for radial, 
r=0.82 and r=0.85 for circumferential and r=0.81 and r=0.80 for longitudinal, respectively (all p<0.01).
Conclusion: 3-D speckle-tracking radial, circumferential and longitudinal strain can successfully quantify dyssynchrony. This approach may play a 
clinical role in management of CRT patients.
